MANAGING CAPPED
PRODUCTS
Midwest Mine Services

INTRODUCTION
•

Tim Meighan – Midwest Mine Services
•

•

11 years industry experience

Dan Melosso – Sandvik
•

Add a Footer

4 years industry experience
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WHAT IS A “CAPPED”
PRODUCT
•

A product that is overproduced with regards to sales, typically
measured on annual or multi-year sales projections

•

This product is often created by necessity; sometimes due to
plant configuration or the desire to keep overall plant
throughput at a target rate
Ex. Producing 21A vs. sending forwards in a plant
Other Common Terms:
By-Product

Tailings

Waste Material
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IMPACTS OF CAPPED
PRODUCTS
•

•

What did it cost to produce this product?
•

How far did the product travel through the plant?

•

How much additional wear did this product cause?

•

Does this material need stockpiled somewhere else in the
plant? Re-handled?

•

Is there a different opportunity for this product to be
marketable?

At the end of the day, any product that is produced at a plant
has a $$$$ figure whether saleable or not

•

As a capped product, this can be considered a non-liquid asset.

•

Were there missed opportunities? Jobs that were not
awarded/received due to lack of inventory of in-demand
products
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MANAGING THE CAPPED PRODUCTS
General Steps:
•

On site plant observation during operation

•

Plant schematic through use of Aggflow
•

General picture and flow of the plant

•

Aerial image through drone or flight surveys

•

Belt sampling – Specifically input gradation to plant, before/after crushers and screens

•

Understand key equipment – Crushers and Screens – Affecting product percentages

•

Examining current products – Where does the gradation fall in the allowable specification?

Bottom Line – Identify the key points in the plant that are affecting the ability of the
plant to be flexible. Plant flexibility is one of the most effective ways to balance and
manage the capped product issue.
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AGGFLOW ANALYSIS
Trash in = Trash Out
• Aggflow is an industry tool that is widely used to model and predict
how a certain plant configuration will operate
• Document the overall flow of material through the plant
• Conveyors can be shown for ease of understanding but does not affect
how the projections are calculated
• When a Aggflow is first run with just basic information it is generally
nothing more than a plant schematic – A rough draft
• Hence the saying trash in / trash out
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AGGFLOW ANALYSIS
Refining the Aggflow
• Creating an Aggflow model that is truly representative of the
conditions observed at the plant
• Matching TPH calculations to key points in the plant
• Product rates in Aggflow vs. actual conditions
• Belt scale readings vs. Aggflow conditions

• Matching projected gradations vs. belt cut data
• The goal here is to develop an accurate, baseline Aggflow model
to allow for simulations to be run
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AGGFLOW ANALYSIS
Refining the Aggflow
• Observed Gradations (Aggflow Sample Buckets)
• Screen Efficiency Adjustments
• Screen Open Area Adjustments
• Product Flow across a screen
• Altering the flow of material to “force” recirculating conditions with
Aggflow splitters
• Breaking the continuous flow of material to force an observed
condition
• Additional Modeling Techniques and back-feeding of data
• Ex. Sandvik Plant Designer Software
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CRUSHERS
•

Jaw Crushers
•

•

•

•

CSS / Jaw Dye

Screens
• Size of Screen
•

Horizontal Impactors
•

Speed of rotor

•

Dummy Bars

•

Gap Settings

Vertical Impactors
•

Table Speed

•

Quantity of Shoes, material, shape

•

Anvil location, material

•

Style of machine – Autogenous, Semi-Autogenous, ROR

Cone Crushers
•

Concave and Mantle Liners

•

Chamber Design – Steep vs. Shallow

•

CSS

•

Eccentric Speed

•

Throw Settings

•

Unique Conditions

•

Automation – Optimize for Particle Shape. Or

Length (efficiency) vs. Width
(capacity)

• Relief Decks
• Inclination
• Alternative Media
•

Ex. Urethane with embedded wire

• Screen Direction of Rotation
•

Stroke and RPM settings

• Auxiliary Screens –
•

Ex. High Frequency

•

Single deck

Horsepower Utilization
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SANDVIK ROCK PROCESSING

MIDWEST MINE SERVICES
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1.) MODEL THE PROCESS ( PLANTDESIGNER® )
2.) OPTIMIZE OUTPUT (CRUSHING CHAMBER SIMULATOR® )
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PLANTDESIGNER
ABOUT - GENERAL
• Process flow modelling software, similar to those widely used today, specific to
Sandvik equipment
• The software is mainly used for modelling entire crushing and screening circuits,
but can also be used for modelling individual pieces of equipment
• Important to note, it’s a tool. Results need to be interpreted and other factors
considered by an experienced applications engineer.
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OVERVIEW
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FEED PARAMETERS
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Pre-loaded feed
distributions of raw feed
for shot rock, limestone,
sand & gravel (i.e.:
Standardized curves)
Drag-and-drop datapoints
or add manually change
to make curve reflect onsite conditions
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FEED PARAMETERS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Pre-loaded with generic material
characteristic. i.e.: the materials
hardness (Wi), the abrasion (Ai),
density.
Vary other parameters like clay,
moisture.
Based on Sandvik’s database of
>10,000 rock samples.
Ideally, you’d want to have your
material tested for most accurate
model
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MATERIAL TEST REPORT
EXAMPLE
• Work Index testing (kWh/t) - Wi
− Indication of energy required to fracture stone

• Abrasion Index – Ai
− Not same as hardness
− Indication of silica content in rock

• Specific density (kg/m3)
− Measure of rocks weight per unit volume
− Increased capacity. Impact on compensated Wi

• Friability
− A measure of the materials tendency of generating fines
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OVERVIEW
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EQUIPMENT
DYNAMIC MODELLING
• Generally, process modelling software
use manufacturer published data (i.e.:
brochure data). No info on input /
assumptions
• PlantDesigner uses more detailed
information to adjust equipment
parameters and performance according to
changing inputs. (only for Sandvik
equipment)
• PlantDesigner also allows for the use of non-Sandvik
equipment. Information must be manually entered
based on site collected or brochure data (no dynamic
calcs. / adjustment factors)
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DYNAMIC MODELLING (CONTINUED)
ADJUSTMENT FACTORS
• PlantDesigner will dynamically change
equipment performance according to a
series of correction factors related to
process inputs.

• The software will also take into account conditions
that may lead to issues out in the field.

CSS too small for Ore Work Index
input
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CAVEATS
RELY ON APPLICATION ENGINEERS
• Although providing a good indication of
what you should expect on the field,
you shouldn’t only rely of software
when designing / optimizing a plant.
• Software uses algorithms / formulas for calculating,
which contain certain assumptions that a human
being then needs to account for.

• Conversely, software sometime doesn’t
account for certain things that may
appear in the real life.
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A good applications engineer will
always factor in experience and
human judgement

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

MANAGING CAPPED PRODUCT

AUTOMATION ON A CONE CRUSHER
WHAT SHOULD IT DO?
At a minimum, an automation system should:
•

Be able to adapt to changing feed conditions under full load.

─ Requiring a throttling of other systems to adjust is not a true automation system
•
•
•

Protect a crusher from over working in conditions that will lead to failure.
Ensure a constant performance.
Account for wear between calibrations.

An ideal the automation system should do the above, as well as:

•
•
•
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Provide operator visibility of auxiliary systems (Lubrication system, hydraulics, dust exclusion, etc.)
Provide control work of auxiliary systems.
Provide simple troubleshooting and temporary bypassing of sensors.

AUTOMATION ON A CONE CRUSHERS
WHY SHOULD IT DO THIS?

MANAGING CAPPED PRODUCT

• A crusher that doesn’t adapt to
changing feed conditions won’t
produce a constant output.

• May lead to your crusher to produce more of what
you don’t want.

• A crusher that can’t compensate for wear will lead to
a changing production over time.

• Cyclical production between calibrations.
Recirculating load vs. wear in liners. (Cost per ton.)

• Adjustable programs to be able to target product
gradations. (e.g.: Multi-CSS)

• Avoids running campaigns for tricky
products. Avoids rehandling and
blending (Cost per ton).
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SANDVIK ASRI SYSTEM
EXAMPLE OF AUTOMATION
• Collects data for power draw (kW), Close side setting (CSS) and Crushing forces (MPa)
• Adjusts CSS in real time according to changing site conditions.
• Can be configured to compensate for wear (think abrasive applications).
• System also allows for tying in the “Feed allowed” signal to integrate into PCS.
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CRUSHING PROGRAMS
AUTO-LOAD

AUTO-CSS

• Crusher will work within operator
defined power and pressure limits

• Crusher will work to hold a given CSS

− Close until kW / MPa limits are reached.
− Allows for better wear compensation.
− Reduces likelihood of having
recirculating load due to improper CSS.

− High level of control over the product
output.
− Constant product output
MULTI-CSS
• Alternate between two (2) CSS settings.
− Useful for long fractions to be produced in single
stockpile.
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AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION
DON’T WASTE YOUR UPTIME
If you don’t know the setting you're crushing at,
you don’t know what you're making.

─ Recirculating load or increased fines
─ Rehandling
─ Think double loss (lost potential
revenue plus loss in cost)
─ Increased cost / ton (e.g.: Wear)

•
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Although your crusher may be loaded (i.e.: Pulling amps), the product you're making may not be
what you're looking to sell and thus, may be increasing your capped product. Caution when using
amp draw as the metric for crusher performance.

SUMMARY
BENEFITS OF AUTOMATION
• More control over your crushing operation, regardless of feed conditions.
• Maximum use out of your investment for lower opex; Think wear compensation.
• Spend more time making what you want and less time making what you don’t.
• More constant production of sellable end product.

ALL THIS TRANSLATES TO MORE SELLABLE PRODUCT
ON THE GROUND, LESS WASTE, AND MORE PROFIT.
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CRUSHING CHAMBER
OPTIMIZATION
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CRUSHING CHAMBER
SIMULATOR
OPTIMIZATION TOOL
Once a plant has been commissioned and
the kinks worked out (e.g., segregated
feed), the Crushing Chamber Simulator®
Tool can be the next step in your process
optimization (e.g.: Managing your capped
product)
The software uses an algorithm to predict
crusher outputs from site collected data, in
order to target specific production targets.
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CRUSHING CHAMBER SIMULATOR
OPTIMIZE CONE CRUSHER
• Software requires collecting field data
(See appendix) which the program
uses to predict crusher* output.
• The Crushing Chamber Simulator®
reverse engineers the breakage
function of the material and can then
be used predict the impact of a
parameter change (e.g.: Changing the
crusher model) will have on the
crusher output.
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*Only for Sandvik cone crushers

AT A GLANCE
CRUSHING CHAMBER
• Software will allow for analyzing the
crushing chamber alignment, view
pressure and breakage zones.
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APPENDIX
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CASE STUDY:
CONE CRUSHERS
•

While cone crushers can be capital intensive, the flexibility
these machines can bring to a plant can sometimes justify
the expenditure

•

A closed circuit (crusher and screen) if sized properly can
allow for multiple modes of production

•

Ex. Production of a 1” minus material (6A, 34R, Man
Sand) vs. Production of a 3/8” minus material (34R, Man
Sand)

•

Historically, this could be accomplished but would often
require significant reductions in plant feed rates to
accommodate the recycle load a “re-grind” mode brings
Could this be accomplished with a single crusher/screen
combination? And allow for no reduction in plant
throughput?

Add a Footer
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CASE STUDY:
CONE CRUSHERS
Mode 1: 5/8”
Existing Plant Mode

New Plant Mode

200 TPH Feed

250 TPH Feed

80 TPH 5/8” x 3/8”
50 TPH 3/8” x Sand
70 TPH Man sand

45 TPH 5/8”
65 TPH 3/8”
115 TPH Sand

Mode 2: No 5/8”
Existing Plant Mode

New Plant Mode

150 TPH

225 TPH

10 TPH 5/8” x 3/8”

20 TPH 5/8”

49 TPH 3/8” x Sand

70 TPH 3/8”

68 TPH Man sand

125 TPH Sand
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CASE STUDY:
CONE CRUSHERS
Adjustable Throw Setting(s)
•

Capable of being adjusted at time of liner change

•

This throw setting allows for a corresponding
increase/decrease in capacity

•

This throw setting also allows for a corresponding
change in minimum achievable closed-side setting

Advanced Automation
•

Protecting the crusher from “packing” and high
pressure loads

•

Floatable head for rapid response to pressure
peaks before damage is encountered
Throws
Available

Add a Footer
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CASE STUDY: RESULT
Customer was able to completely eliminate the production of
the capped product:
1)

Increase saleable tons – manufactured sand and 34R

2)

Eliminated expense for re-handling stockpiled material

3)

Enabled production of 5/8” material in future years due to
depletion of existing inventory

4)

Depletion of existing inventory recaptured the non-liquid
assets as previously mentioned in this presentation

All positive effects to this company’s bottom line!
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CONE CRUSHERS
Unique Challenges
Example: Customer able to sell coarse gravel,
sand, but no intermediate fines (1/4” x 3/8”)

Traditionally trying to re-crush this material down
to sand is often done with an impactor (VSI)

Could a cone crusher be used in this application to
minimize wear but also protect the machine?

Add a Footer
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CONE CRUSHERS
Packing is often caused by material being crushed
too fine and filling the chamber, preventing
movement through the crushing zone – No
particle gaps to allow particles to tumble through

Increase particle movement through chamber by:
Steepening chamber
Increasing stroke
Addition of water

Add a Footer
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TERTIARY CONE
CRUSHER
•

Major Components for the Project:
•

200 HP cone crusher selected to crush 1/2” x 1/4”
material down to 3/32” minus.

•

Application is an aggressive, non-traditional approach to
producing sand

•

Generated increase in sellable product while reducing
waste inventory

•

Midwest Mine Services provided customer with
components and continuous consultation to ensure
success.

•

Customer currently seeing 14% increase in sand
production
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CASE STUDY:
SCREENS
•

An improperly sized screen may contribute to
excess generation of undesirable “capped”
product

•

What is often seen is a screen that is
undersized, resulting in carry-over of material
that has already been crushed down to size

•

In a closed circuit crushing spread this will
result in particles that get reduced through an
additional pass – Reduction Ratio
•

Ex. Instead of a ¾” particle meeting 6A
spec, this particle now passes through the
crusher an additional time reducing it’s size
3-4x.
Now this 6A material has been reduced
down to a sand or smaller.

Add a Footer
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CASE STUDY:
SCREENS
•

7’ x 20’ Triple Deck Incline Screen
•
•
•
•
•

•

Producing base and wash products – 250
TPH
Producing no base, only wash products –
150 TPH
Top Deck Media: 1-1/8” Urethane
Middle Deck Media: 7/16” Urethane
Bottom Deck: 3/32” Urethane

Historically, the plant would be slowed
down to maintain a clean cut on the
bottom deck – Too much sand carrying over
the bottom deck

Add a Footer
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CASE STUDY:
SCREENS
•

Solution:
•
•

•

•

Construct an Aggflow to model current
conditions
Understanding % Open area and the
impact that this has both in the plant
and in the Aggflow model
Incorporate modular wire media in
strategic locations within the screen
deck to improve material throughput
and eliminate the carry-over

Result
•
•
•

Cleaner 3/8” x ¼”
Improved plant throughput
Improved manufactured sand
throughput (more product making it through
bottom deck)

Add a Footer
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CASE STUDY:
GRADATION GAPS
•

Lastly, there is sometimes the potential to
blend material back into a densely graded
aggregate to:
•
•

•

Dispose of excessive fines
Increase saleable tons

Ex. 750 TPH limestone plant with the
following product spread:
•
•
•

21A, 6a, Screenings
21A product inconsistent in gradation,
specifically a gap of material existing
between ½” and #8 mesh.
21A is also too fine, -#200 mesh is out of
spec (too fine)

Add a Footer
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CASE STUDY:
GRADATION GAPS
•

Plant is capped on screenings but produces
this as a by-product of the production
process and fines generated by the tertiary
crushing process

•

Examine the gradation, by introducing a
washed #10 screenings, this product
gradation is better balanced, improving the
% passing #8 mesh while decreasing the %
passing 200 mesh.

Add a Footer
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CASE STUDY:
ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
•

Waste may be an inherit issue that may not
be able to be completely removed

•

Ex.

Tailings to a pond
Fine Sand

•

Explore alternative products
•
•
•
•
•

Golf Course Sands
Cattle Bedding Sands
Windmill Foundations
Septic Field Fill
Other uses?

Add a Footer
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QUESTIONS

Add a Footer
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